There were studied thermophysical properties of meat systems, based on comminuted beef with different chemical compositions in the process of freezing-defrosting. It was demonstrated, that the morphological base of meat (the ratio of muscular, connective and fatty tissues) and its chemical composition essentially influence thermophysical properties in the process of freezing-defrosting. It was revealed, that under conditions of realization of freezing-defrosting cycle with the fat mass share increase, the temperature increase of the maximal speed of crystal creation, decrease of the cryoscopic temperature interval, increase of the share of moisture that changes its aggregate state in the cryoscopic temperature interval, increase of specific heat of the phase transfer in the cryoscopic temperature interval are observed in a meat system. The type of changes of the cryoscopic temperature interval allows to detect that fat essentially influences the process of freezing-defrosting. The realized studies of comparison of thermodysnamic changes in meat systems at refrigerator processing allowed to determine the strategy of saving meat systems' stability that is in providing meat proteins' colloid stability and renewing initial properties of the meat raw material after storage and defrosting.
Introduction
Main technological factors of food systems' freezing testify that the important things in the process of their production are: reversibility of properties under conditions of the low-temperature Original Research Article: full paper (2018) 
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processing, stabilization of the colloid state of proteins of a meat system, decrease of moisture mobility, formation of fine ice crystals and decrease of their pressure on morphological masses of the raw material [1] . Despite the presence of the great amount of information about the freezfing-defrosting influence on the meat raw material, including, the comminuted one, in the literature, absolute values of its physical-chemical, thermo-physical and other parameters vary within wide limits (as a result of using the raw material with the individual chemical composition and different freezing methods) and cannot be used for determining the strategy of their stability guaranteeing without the experimental determination.
Review of the problem state
At freezing food products, there take place irreversible negative changes, connected with phase and phase-structural transformations as a result of crystal creation of the water phase [2, 3] . Ice crystals, appeared in the inter-cellular space results in disruption of muscular fibers, denaturation and aggregation of proteins that then negatively influence functional-technological properties of defrosted meat and is manifested, first of all in essential losses of meat juice and decrease of consumption characteristics of ready products [4, 5] . The negative influence of freezing is mainly revealed at the low-temperature processing of semi-products of comminuted meat, because at comminution as a result of mechanic destruction of the meat cellular structure, the muscular tissue loses integrity, the system of capillaries and cellular membranes is destructed, the additional amount of moisture is excreted at the expanse of decreasing osmotically-and capillary-bound moisture [6, 7] .
For producing frozen meat products of the high quality, from the technological point of view, it is important to provide conditions for creating fine evenly distributed ice crystals for providing integrity of meat muscular fibers. Ice crystals' formation in such complicated system as meat depends not only on the freezing speed, but also on physical-chemical and structural properties of the tissue (the ratio of water, fat, muscular and connective tissue) [8] .
Water transformation in ice at freezing is accompanied by moisture migration and changes of thermo-physical and mechanical properties. The change of the water phase state is the main factor that causes deceleration of undesirable diffuse, chemical, biochemical and microbiological processes in food products at their freezing [9, 10] .
As it is known, the equilibrium energy of the bond (Е) of moisture in a frozen product, acrcording to D. G. Riutov's equation depends on its temperature:
where DН cr -specific heat of water transformation in ice, kJ/kg; t -final (equilibrium) temperature of a product for the given bond energy, о С. As it can be seen from this equation, the character of the moisture bond can be influenced by the value DН cr -specific heat of water transformation in ice that changes in a food product due to the presence of dissolved substances. Thus, the decrease of heat of water transformation in a product results in the decrease of the temperature that the full freezing out of moisture takes place at, and, as a result, increase of cryoprotective properties of a product.
It is also known, that according to the second Raul's law, the concentration increase of soluble substances decreases the cryoscopic temperature in the direct proportion to the molal concentration:
where n m -molal concentration, mol/kg, K -cryoscopic constant, K/(mol/kg). Thus, the concentration increase of dissolved substances in a meat system also results in the decrease of the cryoscopic temperature that conditions the beginning of the crystallization process and crystals' size. The less this temperature is, the less ice crystals and coefficient of diffusion
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through cellular membranes that is a positive factor from the point of view of saving consumption properties of a frozen raw material. The initial data for most methods of the thermal analysis are thermograms -temperature dependencies of a studied sample on a certain physical parameter [11] . Methods of measuring thermophysical characteristics, thermal effects of phase transfers, chemical and biochemical reactions are built on these dependencies. The essential limitation of most methods is a requirement as to stability of physical characteristics, absence of thermal effects of another nature, correct geometry of a sample, time interval of measuring and so on. Most these limitations don't work in the experiment for moist disperse systems including meat products that results in the essential dispersion of thermophysical characteristics, obtained by different methods and by different researchers.
So, for revealing and comparing thermodynamic changes at freezing-defrosting, it is necessary to realize the objective evaluation of thermophysical processes' course in meat systems at freezing-defrosting, especially, to determine the effective specific thermal capacity by thermograms of freezing-defrosting. It allows to determine the strategy of providing stability of meat systems that is in providing meat proteins' colloid stability and renewing initial properties of the meat raw material after storage and defrosting.
Materials and Methods
Comminuted meat systems of beef with different chemical compositions (table 1) were chosen as research objects as most model from the point of view of the influence of low temperatures on proteins of the muscular tissue. For preparing comminuted meat systems, there was used beef, cooled according to SSTU 6030:2008, which safety parameters corresponded to P 1.1 «Obligatory minimal list of studies of an animal or vegetable raw material, mixed fodder raw material, mixed fodders, vitamin preparations and other, that must be realized in state laboratories of veterinary medicine for obtaining a veterinary certificate". Stability of the chemical composition of studied samples is achieved and provided within the set tasks by using the same type of the meat raw material for each experiment.
Comminuted meat systems were received by beef comminution by a meat chopper with the diameter of grid orifices (2…5)×10 -3 m. Samples in the form of low cylinder with the diameter 5×10 -2 m and height 1×10 -2 m were formed of the comminuted raw material. Thermocouples were placed in several points of a sample: in the center, on the upper and low surface and also above a sample in a cold store.
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The study of thermophysical characteristics of comminuted meat systems were realized on a laboratory experimental stand within the temperature interval -20…+20 °C (optimal temperature interval for getting informational parameters of the temperature dependence of effective thermal capacity of the studied systems), equipped by a multi-functional eight-channel measurer-regulator OWEN TPM 138-R with an automatic transformer of interfaces OWEN AS 4, produced in Ukraine (Fig. 1) . The temperature of samples was measured automatically with discreteness Dt=1×60 s.
The results processing was realized using software Owen Process Manager ("OWEN" comspany, city Kharkiv, Ukraine) by building thermograms in the studied temperature interval. The method of the analysis of kinetics of transfer phenomena in unbalanced thermodynamic systems was used for analyzing thermograms of freezing-defrosting [12] . This method is based on an approximate solution of the extreme problem about thermal exchange in a case of arbitrary geometry of a body and heterogenic extreme conditions.
Effective enthalpy and effective specific thermal capacity are physical values that include all types of thermal effects that take place in the process of freezing-defrosting of a system: temperature changes of thermal capacity, heat of phase transfers, heat of chemical and biochemical reactions. The analysis of thermograms was realized with taking into account these values.
The informational parameters were obtained by temperature dependencies of effective thermal capacity:
Т cr -cryoscopic temperature, ºС; DТ cr -cryoscopic temperature interval, ºС; DН cr -specific heat of the phase transfer in the cryoscopic temperature interval, J/K; DН -enthalpy change in the temperature interval (DТ) of the measured sample, DТ, J/K . The typical peak of effective thermal capacity corresponds to the water-ice phase transfer, its maximum position fixes the cryoscopic temperature of the system. The peak width near the base determines the cryoscopc temperature interval of the beginning and end of the phase transfer, area under the phase transfer peak -specific heat of the phase transfer in the cryoscopic temperature interval.
where L w -specific heat of the water-ice phase transfer, 335 kJ/kg; Dw -moisture share that changes its aggregate state in the cryoscopic temperature interval (amount of frozen out of melt moisture), calculated by the formula:
The enthalpy change DН was determined by the area under the whole curve of effective specific thermal capacity in the studied temperature diapason.
Results
The experimental data testified that the curves of freezing-defrosting of samples (1…3) have the same look, but different absolute values. Thus, despite the content of fat-raw material in the meat system, the process of its cooling to the cryoscopic temperature is described by practically the same curves. Three stages can be separated at freezing.
At the first stage of cooling of samples from +15 °С to +1 °С the temperature decrease of samples takes place proportionally to the amount of work for heat taking. At the second stage the temperature of samples decreases from +1 °С to -(1,2...4,4) °С, overcooling of the system and crystallization of 70 % of the liquid phase of a product take place . At the third stage the addiational freezing of samples to the temperature -20 °С takes place, at that there is no new crystals, already formed crystals grow. The temperature decrease takes place proportionally to the work for heat taking.
The Fig. 2 presents the temperature dependencies of effective specific thermal capacity of three samples of meat systems and fat-raw material at freezing-defrosting, Table 2 presents their information parameters. The analysis of the obtained data ( Fig. 2 and Table 2 ) allows to state that the freezing-defrosting process is irreversible. All temperature dependencies of effective thermal capacity change, but the type of these changes is individual. -(1,1...2,7) °С. The increase of the cryoscopic temperature interval (DТcr) is observed for all meat systems with the increased fat component.
The type of the change of the cryoscopic temperature interval allows to determine that fat essentially influences the freezing-defrosting process.
The minimal value of the cryoscopic temperature interval (DТcr=3,2 °С) is fixed for sample 1, the maximal value (DТcr=4,4 °С) -is typical for the comminuted beef systems at the fat content 13,2±0,1 % (sample 3). At increasing the share of the fat component, all studied meat systems get the increased value of the cryoscopic interval and decreased specific heat of the phase transfer that fully corresponds to existent literary data about the fat influence on the freezing process. The comparative analysis of thermophysical characteristics of comminuted beef systems with fat-raw material in the freezing-defrosting cycle allows to make the following conclusions.
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At defrosting all samples demonstrate the increase of the temperature of the maximal speed of crystal creation, decrease of the cryoscopic temperature interval. At that the fat amount increase decreases the change of these parameters. Thus, in samples 2 and 3 Тcr increases by 14 % and 7 % respectively (for the control by 27 %); DТcr -decreases by 13 % and 15 % respectively (for the control by 22 %). The amount of specific heat of the phase transfer in the cryoscopic temperature interval has the same tendency: decrease in (1,4...1,6) times with increasing the fat component in the system. At defrosting the moisture share (Dw) that changes its aggregate state increases in the cryoscopic temperature interval together with specific heat of the phase transfer. At the fat component share increase in the meat system from 5,8±0,1 % to 13,2±0,1 % this index increases by (17…20) % respectively (for the control -by 23 %).
The type of the temperature dependence of effective specific thermal capacity of fat-raw material (Fig. 4) testifies to the absence of the evident phase transfer. Structural changes in fat are observed in the whole studied temperature diapason that testifies to the main share of bound moisture in it. It is proved by the low value of temperature, at which the maximum thermal effect at freezing of fat-raw material (-5,1 °С) and at defrosting (-3,5) is observed.
In general it was revealed, that under conditions of the freezing-defrosting cycle with the fat mass share increase, the increase of the temperature of the maximal speed of crystal creation by (7...14) %, decrease of the cryoscopic temperature interval by (13...15) %, increase of the moisture share, that changes its aggregate state in the cryoscopic temperature interval, by (20...25) %, increase of specific heat of the phase transfer in the cryoscopic temperature interval by (17…20) % are observed in the meat system. This approach fully allows to determine reversibility of the process, systems' ability to renew their initial properties in freezing-defrosting cycles. Comparing with other methods, we must accent the duration of this experiment, because systems are studied under conditions of real time of freezing, storage and further defrosting of samples with continuous taking indication of devices.
Conclusions
There were generalized the experimental data of the study of the influence of freezing-defrosting on thermophysical properties of meat systems. It was proved, that the freezing-defrosting process is irreversible. All parameters of the temperature dependence of effective thermal capacity change, but the type of these changes is individual.
The obtained complex of information parameters demonstrated that the morphological construction of meat and its chemical composition essentially influence thermophysical parameters of meat systems in the freezing-defrosting process. Thus, the temperature of the maximal speed of crystal creation increases in all samples at defrosting. The cryoscopic temperature interval decreases. At increasing the fat amount, these parameters change less that testifies to the influence of fat component on the freezing-defrosting process.
The realized studies of comparison of thermodynamic changes in meat systems at refrigerator processing allowed to determine the strategy of saving meat systems' stability that is in providing meat proteins' colloid stability and renewing initial properties of the meat raw material after storage and defrosting.
